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PRESENT:
Facilitator: Cheryl Chappell-Long, OVPCC-APAPA
Jon Kalk, KAU
Shuqi Wu, LEE
Jeannie Pezzoli, MAU
Tara Furukawa, MAU
Nalani Kaun, WIN
Sam Prather, APAPA

Wilson Lau, APAPA
Earl Nishiguchi, VCSS
Geri Imai, Registrars
Joy Nishida, UHM – Guest
Gary Rodwell, UHM - Guest
Peter Quigley, OVPCC - Guest

New Business

❑ Kauai’s Pilot Project Placement Methods – Jon Kalk presented an initial pilot study on using student’s high school GPA and completion of Algebra II with C or higher as an alternative method of college placement (slide handouts distributed) testing whether they may be a better predictor of success in college algebra. A second pilot study is planned for Fall 2014.

❑ November 2013 ACCJC site visits – Members stated that they had not heard much on visit results.

❑ STAR – Gary Rodwell gave an on-line presentation of STAR features and discussed data sources and how data are compiled. STAR data are useful for real-time, transactional information and student advising and are not official data (STAR data are not frozen from UH-IRAO data) for use in reporting. Each college has a STAR lead responsible for controlling access and updating program course information. IR Cadre members should seek “super user” status for their college. Gary will forward list of STAR leads to APAPA.

Continuing Business

❑ AtD 2013 fall submission (November 15) - Wilson Lau led a discussion on potential system irregularity new this year – the AtD system report no errors from the submission yet the submission will not go through until the college clicks “submit.” He will check with the AtD website to confirm status.

❑ Graduate and Leavers Survey (due February 28th) – members reported they have the files and are administering surveys.

❑ Vice Chancellors Academic Affairs Update - not present.
Vice Chancellors/Dean of Student Services Update – Earl Nishiguchi stated Vice Chancellors of Student Services (VCSS) met with VP Morton to discuss what directions Student services should go. Under discussion centralizing admissions, use of Starfish, etc. He also mentioned that COMPASS testing online only works with Internet Explorer 9.0 and below. APAPA will follow up with ACT. VCSS currently discussing update of Student Conduct Codes to address technological changes. Hawaii Strategy Institute (March 7th and 8th) is seeking presentations – perhaps one by IR.

Registrars Update – Gerry Imai reported that the system Data Governance team had attended the last Registrars meeting and had included a new directory information item “confirmation that you are enrolled here.” Registrars and IR Cadre do not support inclusion of this item. APAPA will forward comments to Data Governance.

Reminders/Announcements/ What’s On Your Mind

- ARPD – Academic Support CCSSE Measures posted – prior year data are available.

- IPEDS Electronic Fall 2013 Reports – APAPA has distributed. Noted timing of Winter IPEDS report with Graduate Rate Survey will be a challenge as deadline falls before End of Semester freeze.

Next Meetings:

January 27, 2014